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Abstract With today’s technology, many applications rely
on the existence of small devices that can exchange infor-
mation and form communication networks. In a significant
portion of such applications, the confidentiality and integrity
of the communicated messages are of particular interest. In
this work, we propose a novel technique for authenticating
short encrypted messages that are directed to meet the re-
quirements of mobile and pervasive applications. By taking
advantage of the fact that the message to be authenticated
must also be encrypted, we propose provably secure authen-
tication codes that are more efficient than any message au-
thentication code in the literature. The key idea behind the
proposed technique is to append a short random string to
the plaintext message before encryption to facilitate a more
efficient authentication.

Keywords Authentication · unconditional security ·
computational security · universal hash-function families ·
pervasive computing

1 Introduction and Related Work

Preserving the integrity of messages exchanged over public
channels is one of the classic goals in cryptography and the
literature is rich with message authentication code (MAC)
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algorithms that are designed for the sole purpose of preserv-
ing message integrity. Based on their security, MACs can
be either unconditionally or computationally secure. Uncon-
ditionally secure MACs provide message integrity against
forgers with unlimited computational power. On the other
hand, computationally secure MACs are only secure when
forgers have limited computational power.

A popular class of unconditionally secure authentication
is based on universal hash-function families, pioneered by
Carter and Wegman [27,87,28,88]. Since then, the study
of unconditionally secure message authentication based on
universal hash functions has been attracting research atten-
tion, both from the design and analysis standpoints (see, e.g.,
[20,8,43,81,21,3,6]). The basic concept allowing for un-
conditional security is that the authentication key can only
be used to authenticate a limited number of exchanged mes-
sages. Since the management of one-time keys is consid-
ered impractical in many applications, computationally se-
cure MACs have become the method of choice for most real-
life applications. In computationally secure MACs, keys can
be used to authenticate an arbitrary number of messages.
That is, after agreeing on a key, legitimate users can ex-
change an arbitrary number of authenticated messages with
the same key. Depending on the main building block used to
construct them, computationally secure MACs can be clas-
sified into three main categories: block cipher based, crypto-
graphic hash function based, or universal hash-function fam-
ily based.

CBC-MAC is one of the most known block cipher based
MACs, specified in the Federal Information Processing Stan-
dards publication 113 [35] and the International Organiza-
tion for Standardization ISO/IEC 9797-1 [47]. CMAC, a
modified version of CBC-MAC, is presented in the NIST
special publication 800-38B [31], which was based on the
OMAC of [49]. Other block cipher based MACs include,
but are not limited to, XOR-MAC [13] and PMAC [77]. The



security of different MACs has been exhaustively studied
(see, e.g., [14,74,75]).

The use of one-way cryptographic hash functions for
message authentication was introduced by Tsudik in [85].
A popular example of the use of iterated cryptographic hash
functions in the design of message authentication codes is
HMAC, which was proposed by Bellare et al. in [12]. HMAC
was later adopted as a standard [36]. Another cryptographic
hash function based MAC is the MDx-MAC proposed by
Preneel and Oorschot [73]. HMAC and two variants of MDx-
MAC are specified in the International Organization for Stan-
dardization ISO/IEC 9797-2 [48]. Bosselaers et al. described
how cryptographic hash functions can be carefully coded to
take advantage of the structure of the Pentium processor to
speed up the authentication process [25].

The use of universal hash-function families in the Carter-
Wegman style is not restricted to the design of uncondition-
ally secure authentication. Computationally secure MACs
based on universal hash functions can be constructed with
two rounds of computations. In the first round, the message
to be authenticated is compressed using a universal hash
function. Then, in the second round, the compressed image
is processed with a cryptographic function (typically a pseu-
dorandom function1). Popular examples of computationally
secure universal hashing based MACs include, but are not
limited to, [19,62,42,32,22,52,18].

Indeed, universal hashing based MACs give better per-
formance when compared to block cipher or cryptographic
hashing based MACs. There are two main factors leading
to the performance advantage of universal hashing based
MACs. First, processing messages block by block using uni-
versal hash functions is faster than processing them block by
block using block ciphers or cryptographic hash functions.
Second, since the output of the universal hash function is
much shorter than the original message itself, processing the
compressed image with a cryptographic function can be per-
formed efficiently.

One of the main differences between unconditionally se-
cure MACs based on universal hashing and computationally
secure MACs based on universal hashing is the requirement
to process the compressed image with a cryptographic prim-
itive in the latter class of MACs. This round of computation
is necessary to protect the secret key of the universal hash
function. That is, since universal hash functions are not cryp-
tographic functions, the observation of multiple message-
image pairs can reveal the value of the hashing key. Since
the hashing key is used repeatedly in computationally secure
MACs, the exposure of the hashing key will lead to breaking
the security of the MAC. Thus, processing the compressed

1 Earlier designs used one-time pad encryption to process the com-
pressed image. However, due to the difficulty to manage such on-time
keys, recent designs resorted to computationally secure primitives (see,
e.g., [22])

image with a cryptographic primitive is necessary for the
security of this class of MACs. This implies that uncondi-
tionally secure MACs based on universal hashing are more
efficient than computationally secure ones. On the negative
side, unconditionally secure universal hashing based MACs
are considered impractical in most modern applications, due
to the difficulty of managing one-time keys.

There are two important observations to make about ex-
isting MAC algorithms. First, they are designed indepen-
dently of any other operations required to be performed on
the message to be authenticated. For instance, if the authen-
ticated message must also be encrypted, existing MACs are
not designed to utilize the functionalities that can be pro-
vided by the underlying encryption algorithm. Second, most
existing MACs are designed for the general computer com-
munication systems, independently of the properties that me-
ssages can possess. For example, one can find that most ex-
isting MACs are inefficient when the messages to be authen-
ticated are short. (For instance, UMAC, the fastest reported
message authentication code in the cryptographic literature
[84], has undergone large algorithmic changes to increase its
speed on short messages [57].)

Nowadays, however, there is an increasing demand for
the deployment of networks consisting of a collection of
small devices. In many practical applications, the main pur-
pose of such devices is to communicate short messages. A
sensor network, for example, can be deployed to monitor
certain events and report some collected data. In many sen-
sor network applications, reported data consist of short con-
fidential measurements. Consider, for instance, a sensor net-
work deployed in a battlefield with the purpose of reporting
the existence of moving targets or other temporal activities.
In such applications, the confidentiality and integrity of re-
ported events are of critical importance [1,70,69].

In another application, consider the increasingly spread-
ing deployment of radio frequency identification (RFID) sys-
tems. In such systems, RFID tags need to identify them-
selves to authorized RFID readers in an authenticated way
that also preserves their privacy. In such scenarios, RFID
tags usually encrypt their identity, which is typically a short
string, to protect their privacy. Since the RFID reader must
also authenticate the identity of the RFID tag, RFID tags
must be equipped with a message authentication mechanism
[78,50,68,9,11,10,7,4,2].

Another application that is becoming increasingly im-
portant is the deployment of body sensor networks. In such
applications, small sensors can be embedded in the patient’s
body to report some vital signs. Again, in some applications
the confidentiality and integrity of such reported messages
can be important [92,86,83].

There have been significant efforts devoted to the de-
sign of hardware efficient implementations that suite such
small devices. For instance, hardware efficient implementa-
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tions of block ciphers have been proposed in, e.g., [33,58,
46,72,23,60]. Implementations of hardware efficient cryp-
tographic hash functions have also been proposed in, e.g.,
[65,80,24,54]. However, there has been little or no effort in
the design of special algorithms that can be used for the de-
sign of message authentication codes that can utilize other
operations and the special properties of such networks. In
this paper, we provide the first such work.

CONTRIBUTIONS. We propose a new technique for au-
thenticating short encrypted messages that is more efficient
than existing approaches. We utilize the fact that the mes-
sage to be authenticated is also encrypted, with any secure
encryption algorithm, to append a short random string to be
used in the authentication process. Since the random strings
used for different operations are independent, the authenti-
cation algorithm can benefit from the simplicity of uncondi-
tional secure authentication to allow for faster and more ef-
ficient authentication, without the difficulty to manage one-
time keys.

ORGANIZATION. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2 we list our notations and discuss some
preliminaries. In Section 3 we describe the proposed authen-
tication technique assuming messages do not exceed a max-
imum length, discuss its performance advantages over exist-
ing techniques, and prove its security. In Section 4, we pro-
pose a modification to the scheme of Section 3 that provides
a stronger notion of integrity. In Section 5, we conclude the
paper.

2 Notations and Preliminaries

2.1 Notations

- We use Zp as the usual notation for the finite integer
ring with the addition and multiplication operations per-
formed modulo p.

- We use Z∗p as the usual notation for the multiplicative
group modulo p; i.e., Z∗p contains the integers that are
relatively prime to p.

- For two strings a and b of the same length, (a ⊕ b) de-
notes the bitwise exclusive-or (XOR) operation.

- For any two strings a and b, (a||b) denotes the concate-
nation operation.

- For a nonempty set S, the notation s $← S denotes the
operation of selecting an element from the set S uni-
formly at random and assigning it to s.

2.2 Negligible Functions

Another term that will be used in the reminder of the paper
is the definition of negligible functions. A function negl :

N → R is said to be negligible if for any nonzero poly-
nomial poly, there exists N0 such that for all N > N0,
|negl(N)| < 1/|poly(N)|. That is, the function is said to
be negligible if it converges to zero faster than the recipro-
cal of any polynomial function [40].

2.3 Indistinguishability Under Chosen Plaintext Attacks

An important security notion for encryption algorithms that
will be used in this paper is indistinguishability under cho-
sen plaintext attacks (IND-CPA). LetA be an adversary who
is given access oracle to an encryption algorithm, E , and can
ask the oracle to encrypt a polynomial number of messages
to get their corresponding ciphertexts. The encryption algo-
rithm is said to be IND-CPA secure if the adversary, after
calling the encryption oracle a polynomial number of times,
is given a ciphertext corresponding to one of two plaintext
messages of her choice cannot determine the plaintext cor-
responding to the given ciphertext with an advantage signif-
icantly higher than 1/2. Formally stated, let Advind-cpa

E (A)
be the adversary’s advantage of determining the plaintext
corresponding to the given ciphertext. Then, E is said to be
IND-CPA secure if

Advind-cpa
E (A) ≤ 1

2
+ negl(N), (1)

where N is a security parameter, typically the length of the
secret key.

Note that IND-CPA security implies that the encryption
algorithm must be probabilistic [41]. That is, encrypting the
same message twice yields different ciphertexts. To see that,
let the adversary call the encryption oracle on a message m1

and receiving its ciphertext c1. The adversary now chooses
two messages, m1 and m2, ask the encryption oracle to en-
crypt them and receives the ciphertext corresponding to one
of them. If the encryption is deterministic, the adversary can
determine, with high confidence, to which plaintext the ci-
phertext corresponds by comparing it to c1.

2.4 A Useful Result

The following lemma, a general result known in probabil-
ity and group theory [79], will be used in the proofs of this
paper.

Lemma 1 Let G be a finite group and X a uniformly dis-
tributed random variable defined on G, and let k ∈ G. Let
Y = k ∗X , where ∗ denotes the group operation. Then Y

is uniformly distributed on G.
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3 Authenticating Short Encrypted Messages

In this section, we describe the proposed authentication sch-
eme that can be used with any IND-CPA secure encryption
algorithm. An important assumption we make is that mes-
sages to be authenticated are no longer than a predefined
length. This includes applications in which messages are of
fixed length that is known a priori, such as RFID systems
in which tags need to authenticate their identifiers, sensor
nodes reporting events that belong to certain domain or mea-
surements within a certain range, etc. First, we discuss some
background in the area of authenticated encryption systems.

3.1 Background

The proposed system is an instance of what is known in
the literature as the “generic composition” of authenticated
encryption. Generic compositions are constructed by com-
bining an encryption primitive (for message confidentiality)
with a MAC primitive (for message integrity). Based on the
order of performing the encryption and authentication op-
erations, generic compositions can be constructed in one of
three main methods: Encrypt-then-Authenticate (EtA), Aut-
henticate-then-Encrypt (AtE), or Encrypt-and-Authenticate
(E&A). The security of different generic compositions have
been extensively studied (see, e.g., [16,56,15,61]).

A fundamentally different approach for building authen-
ticated encryption schemes was pioneered by Jutla, where he
put forth the design of integrity aware encryption modes to
build single-pass authenticated encryption systems [51]. For
a message consisting of m blocks, the authenticated encryp-
tion of [51] requires a total ofm+2 block cipher evaluations.
Following the work of Jutla, variety of single-pass authenti-
cated encryption schemes have been proposed. Gligor and
Donescu proposed the XECB-MAC [39]. Rogaway et al.
[76] proposed OCB: a block-cipher mode of operation for
efficient authenticated encryption. For a message of length
M -bits and an n-bit cipher block size, their method requires
dMn e+2 block cipher runs. Bellare et al. proposed the EAX
mode of operation for solving the authenticated encryption
problem with associated data [17]. Given a message M , a
header H , and a nonce N , their authenticated encryption re-
quires 2d|M |/ne + d|H|/ne + d|N |/ne block cipher calls,
where n is the block length of the underlying block cipher.
Kohno et al. [55] proposed CWC, a high-performance con-
ventional authenticated encryption mode.

Note, however, that the generic composition can lead to
faster authenticated encryption systems when a fast encryp-
tion algorithm (such as stream ciphers) is combined with
a fast message authentication algorithm (such as universal
hash function based MACs) [56]. Generic compositions have
also design and analysis advantages due to their modularity

and the fact that the encryption and authentication primi-
tives can be designed, analyzed, and replaced independently
of each other [56]. Indeed, popular authenticated encryption
systems deployed in practice, such as SSH [91], SSL [38],
IPsec [30], and TLS [29], use generic composition methods.

In the following section, we propose a novel method for
authenticating messages encrypted with any IND-CPA se-
cure encryption algorithm. The proposed method utilizes the
existence of an IND-CPA secure encryption algorithm for
the design of a highly efficient and highly secure authenti-
cation of short messages.

3.2 The Proposed System

Let N − 1 be an upper bound on the length, in bits, of ex-
changed messages. That is, messages to be authenticated can
be no longer than (N − 1)-bit long. Choose p to be an N -bit
long prime integer. (If N is too small to provide the desired
security level, p can be chosen large enough to satisfy the
required security level.) Choose an integer ks uniformly at
random from the multiplicative group Z∗p; ks is the secret
key of the scheme. The prime integer, p, and the secret key,
ks, are distributed to legitimate users and will be used for
message authentication. Note that the value of p need not be
secret, only ks is secret.

Let E be any IND-CPA secure encryption algorithm. Let
m be a short messages (N − 1 bit or shorter) that is to be
transmitted to the intended receiver in a confidential manner
(by encrypting it with E). Instead of authenticating the mes-
sage using a traditional MAC algorithm, consider the fol-
lowing procedure. On input a message m, a random nonce
r ∈ Zp is chosen. (We overload m to denote both the binary
string representing the message, and the integer representa-
tion of the message as an element of Zp. The same applies
to ks and r. The distinction between the two representations
will be omitted when it is clear from the context.) We as-
sume that integers representing distinct messages are also
distinct, which can be achieved by appropriately encoding
messages [22].

Now, r is appended to the message and the resulting
m ‖ r, where “‖” denotes the concatenation operation, goes
to the encryption algorithm as an input. Then, the authenti-
cation tag of message m can be calculated as follows:

τ ≡ mks + r (mod p). (2)

Remark 1 We emphasize that the nonce, r, is generated in-
ternally and is not part of the chosen message attack. In fact,
r can be thought of as a replacement to the coin tosses that
can be essential in many MAC algorithms. In such a case,
the generation of r imposes no extra overhead on the au-
thentication process. We also point out that, as opposed to
one-time keys, r needs no special key management; it is de-
livered to the receiver as part of the encrypted ciphertext.
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Since the generation of pseudorandom numbers can be
considered expensive for computationally limited devices,
there have been several attempts to design true random num-
ber generators that are suitable for RFID tags (see, e.g., [59,
44,45]) and for low-cost sensor nodes (see, e.g., [71,26,
37]). Thus, we assume the availability of such random num-
ber generators.

Now, the ciphertext c = E(m||r) and the authentication
tag τ , computed according to equation (2), are transmitted
to the intended receiver.

Upon receiving the ciphertext, the intended receiver de-
crypts it to extract m and r. Given τ , the receiver can check
the validity of the message by performing the following in-
tegrity test:

τ
?≡ mks + r (mod p). (3)

If the integrity check of equation (3) is satisfied, the mes-
sage is considered authentic. Otherwise, the integrity of the
message is denied.

Note, however, that the authentication tag is a function
of the confidential message. Therefore, the authentication
tag must not reveal information about the plaintext since,
otherwise, the confidentiality of the encryption algorithm is
compromised. Before we give formal security analysis of the
proposed technique, we first discuss its performance com-
pared to existing techniques.

3.3 Performance Discussion

There are three classes of standard message authentication
codes (MACs) that can be used to preserve message integrity
in mobile and pervasive computing. One can use a MAC
based on block ciphers, a MAC based on cryptographic hash
functions, or a MAC based on universal hash-function fam-
ilies. Since MACs based on universal hashing are known
to be more computationally-efficient than MACs based on
block ciphers and cryptographic hash function [84], we fo-
cus on comparing the proposed MAC to universal hash func-
tions based MACs.

In MACs based on universal hashing, two phases of com-
putations are required: 1. a message compression phase us-
ing a universal hash function and, 2. a cryptographic phase
in which the compressed image is processed with a cryp-
tographic primitive (a block cipher or a cryptographic hash
function). The compression phase is similar to the computa-
tion of equation (2) of the proposed MAC (in fact, the pro-
posed MAC of equation (2) is an instance of strongly univer-
sal hash functions). As opposed to standard universal hash
functions based MACs, however, there is no need to process
the the result of equation (2) with a cryptographic function
in the proposed technique.

When the messages to be authenticated are short, the
modulus prime, p, can also be small. For a small modulus,
the modular multiplication of equation (2) is not a time con-
suming operation. That is, for short messages, the crypto-
graphic phase is the most time consuming phase. Since we
target applications in which messages are short, eliminating
the need to perform such a cryptographic operation will have
a significant impact on the performance of the MAC oper-
ation. For instance, while the cryptographic hash function
SHA-256 hashes at around 21 cycles/byte [64], the modular
multiplication of equation (2) runs in about 1.5 cycles/byte
[22], which illustrates the significance of removing the cryp-
tographic phase from our MAC.

Another advantage of the proposed method is hardware
efficiency. The hardware required to perform modular mul-
tiplication is less than the hardware required to perform so-
phisticated cryptographic operations. This advantage is par-
ticularly important for low-cost devices.

Compared to single-pass authenticated encryption algo-
rithms, when combined with a stream cipher, the technique
of Section 3.2 will be much faster (recall that single-pass
authenticated encryption methods are block cipher based2).
Furthermore, our construction is an instance of the encrypt-
and-authenticate (E&A) generic composition. That is, the
encryption and authentication operations can be performed
in parallel. If the underlying encryption algorithm is a block
cipher based, the time to complete the entire operation will
be the time it takes for encryption only. Even with the added
time to encrypt the nonce, which depending on the length
of r and the size of the block cipher might not require any
additional block cipher calls, single-pass authenticated en-
cryption methods typically require at least two additional
block cipher calls.

3.4 Security Model

A message authentication scheme consists of a signing al-
gorithm S and a verifying algorithm V . The signing algo-
rithm might be probabilistic, while the verifying one is usu-
ally not. Associated with the scheme are parameters ` and
N describing the length of the shared key and the resulting
authentication tag, respectively. On input an `-bit key k and
a message m, algorithm S outputs an N -bit string τ called
the authentication tag, or the MAC of m. On input an `-bit
key k, a messagem, and anN -bit tag τ , algorithm V outputs
a bit, with 1 standing for accept and 0 for reject. We ask for
a basic validity condition, namely that authentic tags are ac-
cepted with probability one. That is, if τ = S(k,m), it must
be the case that V(k,m, τ) = 1 for any key k, message m,
and tag τ .

2 Although stream cipher based authenticated encryption primitives
have appeared in [34,89], such proposals have been analyzed and
shown to be vulnerable to attacks [63,67,66,90].
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In general, an adversary against a message authentica-
tion scheme is a probabilistic algorithm A, which is given
oracle access to the signing and verifying algorithms S(k, ·)
and V(k, ·, ·) for a random but hidden choice of k. A can
query S to generate a tag for a plaintext of its choice and
ask the verifier V to verify that τ is a valid tag for the plain-
text. Formally, A’s attack on the scheme is described by the
following experiment:

1. A random string of length ` is selected as the shared se-
cret.

2. SupposeAmakes a signing query on a messagem. Then
the oracle computes an authentication tag τ = S(k,m)

and returns it to A. (Since S may be probabilistic, this
step requires making the necessary underlying choice of
a random string for S, anew for each signing query.)

3. SupposeAmakes a verify query (m, τ ). The oracle com-
putes the decision d = V(k,m, τ) and returns it to A.

The verify queries are allowed because, unlike the setting in
digital signatures,A cannot compute the verify predicate on
its own (since the verify algorithm is not public). Note that
A does not see the secret key k, nor the coin tosses of S.
The outcome of running the experiment in the presence of
an adversary is used to define security.

3.5 Security Analysis

In this section, we prove the confidentiality of the system,
give a formal security analysis of the proposed message au-
thentication mechanism, and then discuss the security of the
composed authenticated encryption system.

3.5.1 Data Privacy

We show in this section that the privacy of the proposed
compositions is provably secure assuming the underlying
encryption algorithm provides indistinguishability under ch-
osen plaintext attacks (IND-CPA). Consider an adversary,B,
who is given oracle access to the encryption algorithm, E .
The adversary calls the encryption oracle on a polynomial
number of messages of her choice and records the corre-
sponding ciphertexts. The adversary then chooses two equal-
length messages, m0 and m1, and gives them to the encryp-
tion oracle. The oracle draws a bit b ∈ {0, 1} uniformly at
random, encrypts mb, and gives the adversary the resulting
ciphertext. The adversary is allowed to perform additional
call to the encryption oracle and eventually outputs a bit, b′.
We define the adversary’s advantage of breaking the IND-
CPA security of the encryption algorithm, E , as her proba-
bility of successfully guessing the correct bit (equivalently
knowing to which plaintext the ciphertext corresponds); that
is,

Advind-cpa
E (B) = Pr

[
b′ = b

]
. (4)

As stated in equation (1), E provides IND-CPA if the adver-
sary has a negligible advantage of guessing the right bit over
an adversary choosing a bit uniformly at random.

Now, let Σ denote the proposed authenticated encryp-
tion composition described in Section 3.2. Let A be an ad-
versary against the privacy of Σ and let Advpriv

Σ (A) denote
adversary’s A advantage in breaking the privacy of the sys-
tem, where the privacy of the system is modeled as its indis-
tinguishability under chosen plaintext attacks. One gets the
following theorem.

Theorem 1 Let Σ be the authenticated encryption compo-
sition described in Section 3.2 using E as the underlying
encryption algorithm. Then given an adversary, A, against
the privacy ofΣ, one can construct an adversary, B, against
E such that

Advpriv
Σ (A) ≤ Advind-cpa

E (B).

Theorem 1 states that an adversary breaking the privacy
of the proposed system will also be able to break the IND-
CPA of the underlying encryption algorithm. Therefore, if
E provides IND-CPA, the adversary’s advantage of expos-
ing private information about the system is negligible. Note
that private information here refers not only to the encrypted
messages, but also the secret key, ks, as well as the secret
key of the encryption algorithm.

Proof (Proof of Theorem 1) Recall that each authentication
tag, τ , computed according to equation (2) requires the gen-
eration of a random nonce, r. Recall further that r is gener-
ated internally and is not part of the chosen message attack.
Now, if r is delivered to the receiver using a secure channel
(e.g., out of band), then equation (2) is an instance of a per-
fectly secret (in Shannon’s information theoretic sense) one-
time pad cipher (encrypted with the one-time key r) and,
hence, no information will be exposed. However, the r cor-
responding to each tag is delivered via the ciphertext. There-
fore, the only way to expose private information is from the
ciphertext.

Assume now that A is an adversary against the privacy
of the system proposed in Section 3.2. Let B be an adversary
with access oracle to the encryption algorithm E and let ad-
versary A use adversary B to attack the privacy of observed
ciphertexts. Then,

Advpriv
Σ (A) ≤ Advind-cpa

E (B)

and the theorem follows. ut

By Theorem 1, the privacy of the proposed technique is
provably secure given the IND-CPA security of the under-
lying encryption algorithm, as desired.
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Fig. 1 A schematic of the three generic compositions; (a) Encrypt-and-Authenticate (E&A), (b) Encrypt-then-Authenticate (EtA), and (c)
Authenticate-then-Encrypt (AtE).

3.5.2 Data Authenticity

We can now proceed with the main theorem formalizing the
adversary’s advantage of successful forgery against the pro-
posed scheme. As before, let Σ denotes the proposed au-
thenticated encryption composition of Section 3.2 and let
Advauth

Σ (A) denotes adversary’s A advantage of successful
forgery against Σ.

Theorem 2 Let Σ denotes the proposed authenticated en-
cryption composition of Section 3.2 in which the authenti-
cation tag is computed over the the finite integer field Zp.
Let A be an adversary making a q signing queries before
attempting its forgery. Then, one can come up with an ad-
versary, B, against the IND-CPA security of the underlying
encryption algorithm, E , such that

Advauth
Σ (A) ≤ Advind-cpa

E (B) + 1

p− 1
.

Theorem 2 states that if the adversary’s advantage in
breaking the IND-CPA security of the underlying encryption
algorithm as negligible, then so is her advantage in break-
ing the integrity of the scheme. That is, the integrity of the
scheme of Section 3.2 is provably secure provided the un-
derlying encryption algorithm is IND-CPA secure.

Proof (Proof of Theorem 2) Assume an adversary calling
the signing oracle for q times and recording the sequence

Seq =
{
(m1, τ1), · · · , (mq, τq)

}
(5)

of message-tag pairs. We aim to bound the probability that
an (m, τ) pair of the adversary’s choice will be accepted as
valid, where (m, τ) 6= (mi, τi) for any i ∈ {1, · · · , q}, since
otherwise the adversary does not win by definition.

Let m ≡ mi + ε (mod p) for any i ∈ {1, · · · , q},
where ε can be any function of the recorded values. Simi-
larly, let r ≡ ri + δ (mod p), where δ is any function of
the recorded values (r here represents the value of the coin
tosses extracted by the legitimate receiver after decrypting

the ciphertext). Assume further that the adversary knows the
values of ε and δ. Then,

τ ≡ mks + r (mod p) (6)

≡ (mi + ε)ks + (ri + δ) (mod p) (7)

≡ τi + εks + δ (mod p). (8)

Therefore, for (m, τ) to be validated, τ must be congruent
to τi+εks+δ modulo p. Now, by Theorem 1, ks will remain
secret as long as the adversary does not break the IND-CPA
security of the encryption algorithm. Hence, by Lemma 1,
the value of εks is an unknown value uniformly distributed
over the multiplicative group Z∗p (observe that ε cannot be
the zero element since, otherwise, m will be equal to mi).
Therefore, unless the adversary can break the IND-CPA se-
curity of the underlying encryption algorithm, her advantage
of successful forgery is 1/(p− 1) for each verify query, and
the theorem follows. ut

Remark 2 Observe that, if both ks and r are used only once
(i.e., one-time keys), the authentication tag of equation (2) is
a well-studied example of a strongly universal hash family
(see [82] for a definition of strongly universal hash fami-
lies and detailed discussion showing that equation (2) is in-
deed strongly universal hash family). The only difference
is that we restrict ks to belong to the multiplicative group
modulo p, whereas it can be equal to zero in uncondition-
ally secure authentication. This is because, in uncondition-
ally secure authentication, the keys can only be used once.
In our technique, since ks can be used to authenticate an ar-
bitrary number of messages, it cannot be chosen to be zero.
Otherwise, mks will always be zero and the system will not
work. The novelty of our approach is to utilize the encryp-
tion primitive to reach the simplicity of unconditionally se-
cure authentication, without the need for impractically long
keys.

Note also that, unless further assumptions about the en-
cryption algorithm is assumed (such as the pseudorandom
permutation property), it is critical for the security of au-
thentication to perform the multiplication modulo a prime
integer. That is, it was shown in [3] that the security of au-
thentication based on universal hash families similar to the
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one in equation (2) is dependent on the used modulus. In
particular, it was shown that the probability of successful
forgery is proportional to the reciprocal of the smallest prime
factor of the used modulus [3].

3.5.3 Security of the Authenticated Encryption Composition

In [16], Bellare and Namprempre defined two notions of in-
tegrity for authenticated encryption systems: the first is in-
tegrity of plaintext (INT-PTXT) and the second is integrity
of ciphertext (INT-CTXT). Combined with encryption algo-
rithms that provide indistinguishability under chosen plain-
text attacks (IND-CPA), the security of different methods for
constructing generic compositions is analyzed. Note that our
construction is an instance of the Encrypt-and-Authenticate
(E&A) generic composition since the plaintext message goes
to the encryption algorithm as an input, and the same plain-
text message goes to the authentication algorithm as an in-
put. Figure 1 illustrates the differences between the three
methods for generically composing an authenticated encryp-
tion system.

It was shown in [16] that E&A compositions do not gen-
erally provide IND-CPA. This is mainly because there ex-
ist secure MAC algorithms that leak information about the
authenticated message (a detailed example of such a MAC
can be found in [16]). Obviously, if such a MAC is used
to compose an E&A system, then the authenticated encryp-
tion does not provide IND-CPA. By Theorem 1, however,
the proposed authenticated encryption scheme is at least as
private as the underlying encryption algorithm. Since the en-
cryption algorithm is IND-CPA secure, the resulting compo-
sition provides IND-CPA.

Another result of [16] is that E&A compositions do not
provide INT-CTXT. However, the authors also point out that
the notion of INT-PTXT is the more natural requirement,
while the main purpose of introducing the stronger notion
of INT-CTXT is for the security relations derived in [16].
The reason why E&A compositions do not generally provide
INT-CTXT is because there exist secure encryption algo-
rithms with the property that the ciphertext can be modified
without changing its decryption. Obviously, if such an en-
cryption algorithm is combined with our MAC to compose
an E&A composition, only INT-PTXT is achieved (since the
tag in our scheme is a function of plaintext). A sufficient
condition, however, for the proposed composition to pro-
vide INT-CTXT is to use a one-to-one encryption algorithm
(most practical encryption algorithm are permutations, i.e.,
one-to-one [53]). To see this, observe that, by the one-to-one
property, any modification of the ciphertext will correspond
to changing its corresponding plaintext and, by Theorem 2, a
modified plaintext will go undetected with a negligible prob-
ability.

4 From Weak to Strong Unforgeability

As per [16], there are two notions of unforgeability in au-
thentication codes. Namely, a MAC algorithm can be weakly
unforgeable under chosen message attacks (WUF-CMA), or
strongly unforgeable under chosen message attacks (SUF-
CMA). A MAC algorithm is said to be SUF-CMA if, after
launching chosen message attacks, it is infeasible to forge
a message-tag pair that will be accepted as valid regardless
of whether the message is “new” or not, as long as the tag
has not been previously attached to the message by an au-
thorized user. If it is only hard to forge valid tags for “new”
messages, the MAC algorithm is said to be WUF-CMA.

The authentication code, as described in Section 3, is
only WUF-CMA. To see this, let E works as follows. On
input a message m, generate a random string s, compute
PRFx(s), where PRFx is a pseudorandom function deter-
mined by a secret key x, and transmit c = (s, PRFx(s)⊕m)

as the ciphertext. Then, E is an IND-CPA secure encryption.
Applied to our construction, on input a message m, the ci-
phertext will be c =

(
s, PRFx(s)⊕ (m||r)

)
and the corre-

sponding tag will be τ ≡ mks+r (mod p). Now, let s′ be a
string of length equal to the concatenation ofm and r. Then,
c′ =

(
s, PRFx(s)⊕(m||k)⊕s′

)
=
(
s, PRFx(s)⊕(m||k⊕

s′)
)
. Let s′ be a string of all zeros except for the least signif-

icant bit, which is set to one. Then, either τ1 ≡ mks+ r+1

(mod p) or τ2 ≡ mks + r − 1 (mod p) will be a valid tag
for m, when c′ is transmitted as the ciphertext. That is, the
same message can be authenticated using different tags with
high probabilities.

While WUF-CMA can be suitable for some applications,
it can also be inadequate for other applications. Consider
RFID systems, for instance. If the message to be authenti-
cated is the tag’s fixed identity, then WUF-CMA allows the
authentication of the same identity by malicious users. In
this section, we will modify the original scheme described
in Section 3 to make it SUF-CMA, without incurring any
extra computational overhead.

As can be observed from the above example, the forgery
is successful if the adversary can modify the value of r and
predict its effect on the authentication tag τ . To rectify this
problem, not only the message but also the coin tosses, r,
must be authenticated. Obviously, this can be done with the
use of another secret key k′s and computing the tag as

τ ≡ mks + rk′s (mod p). (9)

This, however, requires twice the amount of shared key ma-
terial and an extra multiplication operation. A more efficient
way of achieving the same goal can be done by computing
the modular multiplication

σ = mks (mod p) (10)

and transmitting an encrypted version of the result of equa-
tion (10) as the authentication tag. That is, since r is the main
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reason for the successful forgery illustrated above, instead
of authenticating r as in equation (9), it is removed from the
equation. However, since r was necessary for the privacy of
the scheme of Section 3.2, it is required to encrypt the result
of equation (10) before transmission to provide data privacy.
This implies that the scheme described here is an instance
of the Authenticate-then-Encrypt (AtE) composition as ap-
posed to the Encrypt-and-Authenticate (E& A) composition
of Section 3.2.

The description of the modified system is as follows. As-
sume the users have agreed on a security parameter N , ex-
changed an N -bit prime integer p, and a secret key ks ∈ Z∗p.
On input a message m ∈ Zp, compute the modular multipli-
cation σ = mks (mod p). The transmitter encrypts m and
σ and transmits the ciphertext c = E(m,σ) to the intended
receiver. The ciphertext can be the encryption of the plain-
text message concatenated with σ, i.e. E(m||σ), or it can be
the concatenation of the encryption of the message and the
encryption of σ, i.e. E(m)||E(σ). For ease of presentation,
we will assume the latter scenario and call the ciphertext
c = E(m) and the tag τ = E(σ). Decryption and authenti-
cation are performed accordingly.

The proof that this modified scheme provides data pri-
vacy can be found in [16]. In particular, since the modified
scheme of this section is an instance of AtE compositions,
Bellare and Namprempre showed that if the underlying en-
cryption algorithm is IND-CPA secure, then so is the generic
AtE composition [16]. The proof that the modified scheme
achieves weak unforgeability under chosen message attacks
is similar to the proof of Theorem 2 and, thus, is omitted.
Below we show that the modified system described in this
section is indeed strongly unforgeable under chosen mes-
sage attacks.

Theorem 3 The proposed scheme is strongly unforgeable
under chosen message attacks (SUF-CMA), provided the ad-
versary’s inability to break the IND-CPA security of the un-
derlying encryption algorithm.

Proof Let (m, τ) be a valid message-tag pair recorded by
the adversary. By equation (10), for the same m, the re-
sulting σ will always be the same. Assume the adversary
is attempting to authenticate the same message, m, with a
different tag τ ′. Since σ in both cases is the same, the dif-
ference between τ and τ ′ is due to the probabilistic behavior
of the encryption algorithm. Therefore, the adversaries ad-
vantage of breaking the SUF-CMA security of the scheme is
negligible provided the IND-CPA security of the encryption
algorithm. That is,

Advsuf-cma
Σ (A) ≤ Advind-cpa

E (B) + negl(N),

where negl(N) is a negligible function in the security pa-
rameter N , and the theorem follows. ut

5 Conclusion

In this work, a new technique for authenticating short en-
crypted messages is proposed. The fact that the message to
be authenticated must also be encrypted is used to deliver
a random nonce to the intended receiver via the ciphertext.
This allowed the design of an authentication code that ben-
efits from the simplicity of unconditionally secure authenti-
cation without the need to manage one-time keys. In particu-
lar, it has been demonstrated in this paper that authentication
tags can be computed with one addition and a one modular
multiplication. Given that messages are relatively short, ad-
dition and modular multiplication can be performed faster
than existing computationally secure MACs in the literature
of cryptography.
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